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Over the pastmonth you have seen that our team publishes information extremely rarely,
and on the site itself news almost does not appear. This is due directly to the events taking
place in Ukraine. Some of our comrades are involved in one form or another in the fight
against the Russian invasion, and the focus of our collective has shifted to just that. Not on
the publication of articles and political perspectives, but on the practical use of our skills
against the “Russian world”. The very Russian world, which the Belarussian dictatorship is
a representative of.

We fight not for the Ukrainian state, corrupt politicians or big business. Our struggle is
primarily aimed at the protection of the people from the atrocities of the Russian dictator-
ship. And we believe that right now every anarchist from Belarus, Ukraine or Russia should
make every possible effort to fight Putin’s fascism, which is marching all over the planet
under the symbols Z and V.

This does notmean that you have to join the territorial defense here and now and take up
arms. There are many tasks that are important to the existence of the resistance. Join this
struggle – there can be no neutral position in this situation. The fight against Lukashenko’s
dictatorship is directly related to the destruction of the Putin regime.

Our struggle is not a battle for the borders of this or that state. We do not want new
presidents who would be able to solve all problems. We want a world where people decide
how to live and how to rebuild their country, and where social and economic systems are
built so that there can be no more oligarchs or new dictators.

For a world without wars, state and capitalism!
—Pramen
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